In the new century it was quickly clear that Hu
Jintao's China was not following the playbook.
I wrote an article called "Reassessing China,"
published in the Washington Quarterly.
Then it became clear that, although China is no longer following the South Korea/Taiwan model, it faces a crisis shared by all the Asian miracles, a crisis of success.
Prerequisites Of Asian Miracles: Simplicity And Fear
The earlier Asian miracles were very simple economies and polities. The economies were landlords, peasants, roadbuilders, some 
Crises Of Success
Every Asian miracle comes to a crisis of success, which is a moment in the development of a successful business or a country where continued success requires organizational transformation.
Think of an entrepreneur who invents a cool widget and the business takes off, managed as the entourage of that one successful inventor. 
Reform Difficulties
Immediately the problems began. Market allocation of resources implied squeezes on the state enterprises and therefore on the banks.
If the market was making decisions, then Party
and government groups were losing power. If state enterprises were put on a market basis, they would be squeezed financially and that would hurt both them and the banks. Local governments, which have predominant responsibility for social services, were squeezed the most (Chart 2). Simultaneous military reforms added the military to groups pushing back.
There is no more dangerous strategy for a leader than one that threatens all major power groups simultaneously.
Chart 2 Local Governments Are Financially Squeezed
But Xi Jinping had a hammer to employ against 
How Is Reform Doing?
In almost every important case except military reform, when the leadership has faced a fundamental choice Xi has announced that the regime will have its cake and eat it too. They will move to market allocation of resources, but they will provide massive subsidies to state enterprises.
They will marketize the state enterprises but in every state and private enterprise they will strengthen the Party Committee's control of strategic decisions. They will emphasize the rule of law, but they will strengthen the Party 
Stability And Instability
There are two contrasting and complementary perspectives on China's prospects for stability. They frequently derogate China on the grounds that it is not an inclusive polity. The assumption is that an inclusive economy is the same as an inclusive polity. But that is ideology, not science.
The Asian miracle economies specialize in creating inclusive economies, and they greatly outperform democracies at this level of development. They begin by taking the greatest asset of their agricultural societies, land, and distributing it widely in a great land reform. Democracies are incapable of land reform. Then they provide universal basic education so that everyone has a chance. India has proved unable to do this for its people. Then they build infrastructure to attract labor-intensive industry and gradually get nearly everyone a job in the modern economy. It is the leader in every form of green energy.
Similarly That is what Xi Jinping was hired to prevent, but that is the likely outcome of his policies so far. China is moving decisively away from the Asian miracle system. So far, its response to its crisis of success is contradictory and inauspicious.
We cannot predict the exact outcome, but we can predict that the ongoing transformation of China's system will coalesce with the emergence of a new generation of leaders to create deep structural change. From a Western viewpoint
China will either become much better or much worse. It cannot remain the same.
It is a terrible mistake for us to overreact to this new China based on an assumption that revived statist economic policies and its new authoritarianism will yield an economy that will continue to grow very fast for the indefinite future. It is a moral imperative for us to express horror at the degree of repression that is occurring, particularly in Xinjiang, but it is a mistake for us to lock ourselves into a cold war mentality that bolsters the hardliners in Beijing and attenuates ties that, when change comes, might encourage a more positive future.
